
Silky user guide… 
 
 

Did you know that cutting on the pull stroke requires less energy than pushing and gives you more control over the action of the 
saw? If you knew that, fantastic. But did you then also know that Silky Saws are pull saws and only cut as you pull the blade towards 
you? They do not cut on the forward or push stroke and it’s a real important fact to know and understand.  
 
The Japanese have always used “pull saw” technology as opposed to the western “push saws” and there are quite a few advantages 
we’d like to inform you of… 
 

1. Pulling places the saw under tension and makes it stronger. 
 

2. Pushing compresses the blade meaning you can bend, buckle and possibly break the blade when cutting. 
 

3. Pulling naturally straightens the cut as you pull the saw towards your body. 
 

4. Pull saws can be made from thinner steel, so as a result can make a cleaner line of cut. 
 
The technique of using a Silky Saw is much the same as a standard saw motion, but there are still a few things to remember… 
 

- Always hold the wood securely. 
 

- Start cutting by lightly dragging the blade across the wood towards you. 
 

- Slide the blade forward (no cutting takes place on this forward or push stroke, so no power is necessary). 
 

- Repeat in a normal cutting motion letting the teeth do the work – you do not need to force your cut. 
 
If the wood moves during cutting, the blade may flex and bend or break, so it’s important you do not use downward pressure. Heavy 
pressure is not necessary, and the teeth may jam in the wood and break. It is good to know though, replacement blades are available 
for every Silky Saw if you need them. 
 
NB: If your saw does become caught in a branch or wood, just take the weight off the blade to free the saw. Try not to 
wrench the handle from side to side hoping to release the blade, this may cause it to break. 
 
And it’s also a good idea that after you finish using the saw you give it a quick clean. Warm soapy water and a light brush to remove 
any tree sap and residue, or small bits of wood between the teeth, is all that’s required. And it will help the life of your saw too. 
 
For more information on how to look after your Silky Saw and get the most out of your cutting, please visit our website at 
www.silkystore.co.nz 
 

Silky Saws – huge reputation, little fuss. 
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